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TO OUR READERS
BYU studies is dedicated to the correlation of revealed and discovered truth and
to the conviction that the spiritual and the intellectual can be complementary and funda
damentally harmonious avenues of knowledge this periodical strives to explore scholarly perspectives on LDS topics it is committed to seeking truth by study and also by
faith dac
aall
d&c 88118 and recognizes that ali
Ail knowledge without charity is nothing
i cor 132 it proceeds on the premise that faith and reason revelation and scholarly
learning obedience and creativity are compatible they are many members yet but
one body 1i cor 1220
contributions from all fields of learning are invited BYU studies strives to publish articles that openly reflect a latter day saint point of view and are obviously relevant to subjects of general interest to latter day saints while conforming to high
scholarly standards BYU studies invites poetry and personal essays dealing with the life
of the mind reflections on personal and spiritual responses to academic experiences
intellectual choices values responsibilities and methods short studies and notes are
also welcomed
opinions expressed in BYU studies me
are the opinions of the contributors and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
brigham young university the editors the advisory board or anyone else

instructions TO AUTHORS

please write to BYU studies for guidelines about submitting manuscripts
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available
dable on request all subscriptions begin with the forthcoming issue or
additional postage is charged address all correspondence to BYU studies 403 CB PO
box 24098 provo utah 84602
4098 if you move you must notify us in writing four
846024098
weeks before changing your address otherwise you must pay for replacement issues
and madling
madding
mailing costs
abstracted in current contents behavioral social and management sciences indexed in religion index one periodicals articles and index to book reviews in
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celebrating forty years
this issue of BYU studies is divided into three parts representing the
past the present and the future As we pass an important milestone in the
history of BYU studies we pause to reflect on the dedicated efforts and
favorable circumstances that have brought us to this point
BYU studies commenced publication forty years ago in january 1959
under the leadership of four editors this quarterly journal has produced a
steady stream of solid significant LDS scholarship many of the articles
published over the years remain definitive treatments in their field in part i
editors clinton larson 1959 67 charles tate 1967 83 edward geary
1983 91 and john welch iggi present look back on their experiences
and feelings in guiding and editing this leading LDS journal
in part 2 current scholarship carries on in fulfilling the mission of
BYU studies each issue features scholarly articles personal essays poetry
newsworthy historical documents art book reviews and other features
presented in a reader friendly fashion the layout of the journal has been
redesigned to convey even more readily than before interesting valuable
and reliable scholarship meaningful to faithful educated latter day saints
all around the world
part 3 states the policies and values that will continue to guide BYU
studies into the future modern readers authors and fin
finanical
anical supporters
deserve to know where BYU studies stands this publication hopes to
adhere always to its code of responsibility which values equally both truth
and goodness fact and faith mind and spirit and competence and trust
concerning things as they are and as they were and as they are to come
d&c 9324
dac
we appreciate the numerous authors reviewers advisors editorial
assistants production officers supporters subscribers and readers who
make BYU studies possible and we look forward to a very bright future

john W welch
editor in chief
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